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Introduction
SME company directors (including directors of trustee companies) need to navigate the
upheaval of the COVID-19 economy and if push comes to shove, they may be personally
liable for unpaid PAYG, Superannuation Guarantee and GST (from 1 April 2020).
If a company does not pay relevant tax liabilities immediately they fall due, the company
directors become automatically liable to a penalty equal to the unpaid amounts.
Penalties can be remitted ONLY where:


an available defence can be made out; OR



the liabilities have been reported to the ATO within the required time frames; AND



a voluntary administrator, liquidator or small business restructure practitioner has
been appointed before a Director Penalty Notice (DPN) has been issued or within 21
days after issue.

The issue of a DPN does not create a director’s liability, the two functions of a DPN are:


a preliminary step before (some, but not all) ATO collection action against a director;
and



a final opportunity for a company to be placed into administration or liquidation to
trigger remission of the director penalty, but only if the relevant liabilities have been
notified to the ATO by the required time.

In response to Covid-19 the Government enacted some temporary changes to insolvent
trading rules to provide some safe harbours for company directors (so that they did not
become personally exposed). These temporary rules have now been replaced by changes to
the insolvency landscape.
There was no similar “amnesty” for DPN liability. The Commissioner did offer to “tailor
solutions” for directors that could (maybe) include withholding the issue of DPNs where
businesses were struggling because of the pandemic.
Given the pressure on the ATO to deliver revenue to the Government, it seems likely that
the ATO will ramp up its collection activities sooner rather than later, particularly in respect
of liabilities arising before March 2020, but probably across the board.
There are usually no off the rack solutions when the ATO comes knocking; however there
are things clients can do to proactively manage DPN exposure, including making tough
decisions about business viability.
Where director liabilities have already crystalised, clients may have no choice but to get
their heads around the DPN framework, identify any potential defences and perhaps engage
with the ATO before they are unpleasantly surprised.
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Before we get to the detail of the DPN regimes we must keep in mind that there are many
other ways directors can be exposed to personal liability for company tax debts, including:
1. Section 588FGA Corporations Act;
2. Taxation Offences;
3. Family Trust Distributions tax; and
4. Anti Phoenixing legislation.
For example, section 8Y of the Taxation Administration Act 1953 (Cth) provides that a
person who is an officer of a company or who is concerned with or takes part in the
management of a company may be deemed to have committed a taxation offence if the
company did or failed to do something which constitutes a taxation offence.
Some taxation offences include failure to lodge activity statements on time and failing to
remit PAYG withholding amounts to the Commissioner.
Where a director (for example) is prosecuted under section 8Y, there is also the prospect
that the Commissioner will seek a reparation order i.e. an order that the director personally
pay amounts (such as PAYG withholding) that the company has failed to pay.
To complicate matters for directors (or other relevant individuals) the onus is on the target
person to prove they did not procure the act or omission and were not knowingly concerned
with or a party to it. In other words there is a reverse onus of proof.
While the introduction of the Director Penalty regime has given the Commissioner a
relatively direct and efficient route to the assets of directors (and de facto directors)
practitioners should keep in mind that there are many other tax dangers for clients outside
of DPN exposure.
Of course, corporate tax liabilities are only one aspect of the regulatory minefield for
directors and others involved in company management. We probably know that directors
and others can be exposed through Corporations Act rules such as those dealing with
insolvent trading. Directors can also face criminal sanctions.1
The focus of this paper is squarely on the DPN regime, which can certainly result in the buck
stopping with directors, notwithstanding the limited liability features of most private
company corporate entities.
However, we should not forget that DPN exposure is only one of ways the assets of
individuals can be in the frame where corporate liabilities are unpaid or the company has
committed offences.
Many thanks to Richard Bobb for his insightful comments about the practical importance of
being aware of the wider minefield when advising clients who operate through companies.
1

Australian Law Reform Commission, Final Report – Corporate Criminal Responsibility, ALRC Report 136, April
2020.
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History
Before the Director Penalty regime was introduced the Commissioner had priority in
company liquidation for PAYG withholding amounts through section 221P ITAA 1936.
In the mid-1980’s the Federal Government directed the Australian Law Reform Commission
to review the operation of insolvency laws generally. The government was motivated by
shortcomings in the then law because of significant economic and social changes at that
time, including a huge increase in the use of credit, fluctuating interest rates and high
unemployment all leading to large increases in number of insolvencies.2
Part of the report, delivered in 1988, addressed the s221P priority.
Creditors were unhappy with the s221P priority on a number of grounds, including that:
1. PAYG liabilities were basically self-reporting, the Commissioner (and creditors) would
be unaware of the amount of the Commissioner’s priority;
2. Because of the priority the Commissioner was not under pressure to take timely
action to determine or attempt to collect PAYG liabilities (which could be substantial
by the time a company was placed into liquidation); and
3. Less funds (and commonly zero funds) would be available for distribution to ordinary
creditors on liquidation where there were unpaid taxes, and the impact on
unsecured creditors could be critical.
The Commissioner, on the other hand, submitted (among other things) that:
1. Crown revenue must be protected;
2. The Commissioner is an “involuntary creditor” who doesn’t get a choice about
extending credit; and
3. PAYG amounts were not debts in the conventional sense but were “money held in
trust or akin to a trust” for employees.3
The Harmer report recommended that on balance the s221P priority should go.
Introduction of DPN Regime
In place of the s221P priority the DPN regime was introduced in 1993 providing an incentive
for company directors to cease business and stop unpaid PAYG liabilities increasing for ever.
Once a DPN was issued to a director personal liability could be removed by:
1. Paying the outstanding amounts; or
2. Appointing a voluntary administrator or commencing liquidation.

2

Part 1 Harmer Report 1988, Introduction and General Issues
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Lots of litigation followed about non receipt of notices and whether a statutory defence
applied (hardly ever) among other things. Probably the major shortcomings of these rules
from the Commissioner’s perspective were that:


he had to issue a notice to directors before he sued them, and that gave some
directors the opportunity to avoid personal liability, and



that the company and not (always) the Commissioner knew what the unpaid PAYG
amounts were.

Some Key Changes
2012 – Lock downs and SGC
Significant changes were made to the DPN regime in 2012.
Some of the features of the existing regime were retained (and this can cause some
confusion) but the idea that putting a company down after a DPN was received would fix
everything no longer applied in every case.
If a company has not reported PAYG withholding amounts to the Commissioner by 3 months
after the due day (for example), then whether or not the company satisfied the DPN
requirements within the specified timeframe made no difference to the director’s personal
liability.
In other words, if the company does not report as required the directors are on the hook
without salvation – unless they can make out a statutory defence when resisting ATO legal
proceedings in court, or otherwise in dealing with ATO officers.
Superannuation Guarantee amounts were included in the DPN regime for quarters
commencing after 29 June 2012.
2020
Directors are exposed for company GST liabilities for periods commencing 1 April 2020.
2021
From 1 January 2021 a further option is available for a director which may lead to remission
of the DPN amounts, in addition to payment, commencing voluntary administration and
liquidation.
From that date, small business insolvency laws operate which can provide an alternative
restructuring process for companies in difficulties and which also provide a simplified
liquidation process for creditors’ voluntary winding up.
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Director Penalty Legislation.
The Director Penalty legislation is set out in Division 269 of the Taxation Administration Act
1953, sections 269-1 to 269-55.
S269-1 tells us that the DPN legislation applies to obligations of a company to pay:
1. Withheld amounts (e.g. PAYG withholding) to the Commissioner;
2. Estimates (Division 268)
3. Super Guarantee Charge (SGC)
4. GST net amounts (Divisions 33 and 35 GST Act)
5. GST Instalments (Division 162 GST Act)
S269 also provides that directors have a duty (enforced by penalties) to ensure a company
either:


Meets its relevant obligations; or



Appoints a voluntary administrator or small business restructure professional or
commence liquidation.

S 269-10
This section sets out in more detail the relevant company obligations targeted by the DPN
regime.
S269-10(3) provides that a company’s SGC for a quarter is deemed to be payable on the due
date for lodgement of the SGC statement, even if not assessed at that time.
S 269-10(4) and 269-10(5) deal with the application of Division 269 where the Commissioner
has given notice to the company of Div 268 estimates of :


PAYG Withholding



SGC; and



GST net amounts.

The following is the detail of most (but not all) of the legislation contained in Division 269,
with emphasis and comments on some of the key issues.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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Directors ' obligations Section 269-15
S269-15 provides that:
269-15(1)
The directors (within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 ) of the company
(from time to time) on or after the initial day must cause the company to comply
with its obligation.
269-15(2)
The directors of the company (from time to time) continue to be under their
obligation until:
(a) the company complies with its obligation; or
(b) an administrator of the company is appointed under
section 436A , 436B or 436C of the Corporations Act 2001 ; or
(ba) a small business restructuring practitioner for the company is appointed under
section 453B of that Act; or
(c) the company begins to be wound up (within the meaning of that Act).
269-15(2A)
To avoid doubt, if the obligation of the company is an obligation to pay the amount
of an estimate of an underlying liability under Division 268 , a director is subject to his
or her obligation under subsection (1):
(a) even if the underlying liability never existed or has been discharged in full; and
(b) even if the unpaid amount of the underlying liability is less than the unpaid
amount of the estimate; and
(c) at all times on and after the day referred to in paragraph 269-10(5)(b) until the
director ' s obligation ceases under subsection (2) of this section, including at any
such times before the Commissioner has made the estimate or given notice of the
estimate.
Director Penalty
Section 269-20 imposes a penalty on a Director where:
Penalty for director on or before due day
269-20(1)
You are liable to pay to the Commissioner a penalty if:
(a) at the end of the due day, the directors of the company are still under an
obligation under section 269-15 ; and

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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(b) you were under that obligation at or before that time (because you were a
director).
Note:
Paragraph (1)(b) applies even if you stopped being a director before the end of the
due day: see subsection 269-15(2) .
269-20(2)
The penalty is due and payable at the end of the due day.
Note: The Commissioner must not commence proceedings to recover the penalty
until the end of 21 days after the Commissioner gives you notice of the penalty
under section 269-25 .

Penalty for new director
269-20(3)
You are also liable to pay to the Commissioner a penalty if:
(a) after the due day, you became a director of the company and began to be under
an obligation under section 269-15 ; and
(b) 30 days later, you are still under that obligation.
269-20(4)
The penalty is due and payable at the end of that 30th day.
Note: The Commissioner must not commence proceedings to recover the penalty
until the end of 21 days after the Commissioner gives you notice of the penalty under
section 269-25 .
Amount of penalty
269-20(5)
The amount of a penalty under this section is equal to the unpaid amount of the
company' s liability under its obligation.
Note 1: See section 269-40 for the effect on your penalty of the company
discharging its obligation, or of another director paying his or her penalty.
Note 2: See section 269-45 for your rights of indemnity and contribution.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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269-25 Notice
SECTION 269-25 NOTICE
Commissioner must give notice of penalty
269-25(1)
The Commissioner must not commence proceedings to recover from you a penalty
payable under this Subdivision until the end of 21 days after the Commissioner gives
you a written notice under this section.
Content of notice
269-25(2)
The notice must:
(a) set out what the Commissioner thinks is the unpaid amount of the
company ' s liability under its obligation; and
(b) state that you are liable to pay to the Commissioner, by way of penalty,
an amount equal to that unpaid amount because of an obligation you have or
had under this Division; and
(c) explain the main circumstances in which the penalty will be remitted.
269-25(3)
To avoid doubt, a single notice may relate to 2 or more penalties, but must comply
with subsection (2) in relation to each of them.
When notice is given
269-25(4)
Despite section 29 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 , a notice under subsection (1)
is taken to be given at the time the Commissioner leaves or posts it.
ACTS INTERPRETATION ACT 1901 - SECT 29
Meaning of service by post
(1) Where an Act authorises or requires any document to be served by
post, whether the expression "serve" or the expression "give" or "send" or any
other expression is used, then the service shall be deemed to be effected by
properly addressing, prepaying and posting the document as a letter and,
unless the contrary is proved, to have been effected at the time at which the
letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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SECTION 269-30 EFFECT ON PENALTY OF DIRECTORS ' OBLIGATION ENDING BEFORE END
OF NOTICE PERIOD
269-30(1)
Subject to subsection (2), a penalty of yours under this Division is remitted if the
directors of the company stop being under the relevant obligation under
section 269-15 :
(a) before the Commissioner gives you notice of the penalty under
section 269-25 ; or
(b) within 21 days after the Commissioner gives you notice of the penalty
under that section
The way a director stops being under the “relevant obligation” is for the company to pay, or
for one of the insolvency steps to be commenced.
Subsection (1) above provides that if these things happen before 21 days after a DPN is
issued the penalty is remitted BUT this is subject to subsection (2).
Subsection (2) is the table set out below and is the mechanism for excluding certain
amounts from being remitted even if, for example, the director causes the company to go
into voluntary administration within the required time.
This is the “lockdown” rule introduced in 2012.
The table can be a little challenging to track through, but what it says (in essence) is that to
the extent liabilities are not reported to the ATO within the specified time periods a director
penalty will not be remitted by putting the company into voluntary administration (for
example).
The section works by providing that the steps that remove a director’s liability (such as
putting the company into voluntary administration) won’t cause the director penalty to be
remitted, to the extent that liabilities have not been reported to the Commissioner.
Basically, Column 1 identifies the relevant liabilities.
Column 2 tells us when the liabilities must be reported before DPN amounts become locked
down. Some liabilities get 3 months grace after the due date for lodgement, others like SGC
do not.
Column 3 spells out the extent of the lockdown – for example – reported amounts may be
remitted but under-reported amounts will not.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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When appointing administrator or winding up company does not
affect penalty
Column 2
Column 3
Item Column 1
If the company's
obligation is to
pay to
the Commissioner,
on or before the
due day ...

1

an amount in
accordance with
Subdivision 16-B
(obligation to pay
withheld amounts
to
the Commissioner),

and, because
of paragraph
269-15(2)(b) or (c)
(an administrator is
appointed or
the company begins
to be wound up),
the directors stop
being under the
relevant obligation
after ...
the last day of the 3
months after the
due day,

subsection (1) does not
apply ...

to the extent
the company does not,
on or before the last day
mentioned in column 2,
notify
the Commissioner:
(a) under section 16-150
of the amount
the company is obliged
to pay; or

2

3

the amount of an
estimate under
Division 268 of a
liability referred to
in paragraph 26810(1)(a) (PAYG
withholding
liabilities),
superannuation
guarantee charge
for a * quarter,

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021

the last day of the 3
months after the
day by which
the company was
obliged to pay the
underlying liability
to which the
estimate relates,
the due day,

(b) under section 389-5
of the amount
the company is obliged
to withhold.
to any extent.

(a) if the company, on or
before the last day
mentioned in column 2,
lodges under section 33
of the Superannuation
Guarantee
(Administration) Act
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When appointing administrator or winding up company does not
affect penalty
Column 2
Column 3
Item Column 1
If the company's
obligation is to
pay to
the Commissioner,
on or before the
due day ...

4

5

the amount of an
estimate under
Division 268 of a
liability referred to
in paragraph 26810(1)(b)
(superannuation
guarantee charge),
an * assessed net
amount for a * tax
period

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021

and, because
subsection (1) does not
of paragraph
apply ...
269-15(2)(b) or (c)
(an administrator is
appointed or
the company begins
to be wound up),
the directors stop
being under the
relevant obligation
after ...
1992 a superannuation
guarantee statement for
the quarter--the extent
(if any) to which the
sum mentioned
in paragraph 35(1)(e) of
that Act is less than the
amount of the
superannuation
guarantee charge
the company is obliged
to pay for the quarter;
or

the day by which
the company was
obliged to pay the
underlying liability
to which the
estimate relates,

the last day of the 3
months after the
due day,

(b) otherwise--to any
extent.
to any extent.

(a) if the company, on or
before the last day
mentioned in column 2,
lodges its * GST return,
for the tax period for the
relevant * net amount-the extent (if any) to
which the net amount
12 | P a g e
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When appointing administrator or winding up company does not
affect penalty
Column 2
Column 3
Item Column 1
If the company's
obligation is to
pay to
the Commissioner,
on or before the
due day ...

6

the amount of an
estimate under
Division 268 of a
liability referred to
in paragraph 26810(1)(c) (net
amount under GST
Act),

and, because
subsection (1) does not
of paragraph
apply ...
269-15(2)(b) or (c)
(an administrator is
appointed or
the company begins
to be wound up),
the directors stop
being under the
relevant obligation
after ...
(worked out from the
information in the GST
return and any other
information that
the company gives
the Commissioner on or
before that last day) is
less than the company's
assessed net amount for
the tax period; or

the last day of the 3
months after the
day by which
the company was
obliged to give its *
GST return, for the
tax period for the
relevant * net
amount, to
the Commissioner in
accordance with
Division 31 of the *
GST Act,

(b) otherwise--to any
extent.
to any extent.

Note (3) If you become a director of the company during or after the 3 months
mentioned in item 1, 2, 5 or 6, treat the reference in the item to the 3 months as being a
reference to the 3 months after the day you become a director of the company.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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I have included the table in its entirety because it is critical to understanding the
complexities of how these lockdown rules are structured.
As noted above, the key takeaway message is that where liabilities are not reported as
required the only way to avoid director liability is to successfully argue one of the defences
in legal proceedings, or otherwise with the Commissioner.
Defences
The DPN rules come with their own statutory defences detailed below.
Broadly, the defences are that:
1. Because of illness or some other good reason:
a. the director did not take part in the management of the company;
b. at any time while they were a director during the period the tax liabilities
were unpaid.
2. The director took all reasonable steps to cause the company to pay or be wound up;
or
a. There were no such reasonable steps available.
Courts (and the Commissioner) are directed to take into account the period of time a person
was a director, and “all other relevant circumstances”.

269-35
Illness
269-35(1)
You are not liable to a penalty under this Division if, because of illness or for some
other good reason, it would have been unreasonable to expect you to take part,
and you did not take part, in the management of the company at any time when:
(a) you were a director of the company; and
(b) the directors were under the relevant obligations under subsection 26915(1) .
All reasonable steps
269-35(2)
You are not liable to a penalty under this Division if:
© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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(a) you took all reasonable steps to ensure that one of the following happened:
(i) the directors caused the company to comply with its obligation;
(ii) the directors caused an administrator of the company to be appointed
under section 436A , 436B or 436C of the Corporations Act 2001 ;
(iia) the directors caused a small business restructuring practitioner for the
company to be appointed under section 453B of that Act;
(iii) the directors caused the company to begin to be wound up (within the
meaning of that Act); or
(b) there were no reasonable steps you could have taken to ensure that any of those
things happened.
269-35(3)
In determining what are reasonable steps for the purposes of subsection (2), have
regard to:
(a) when, and for how long, you were a director and took part in the
management of the company; and
(b) all other relevant circumstances.

Superannuation guarantee charge and assessed net amounts - reasonably
arguable position
269-35(3A)
You are not liable to a penalty under this Division to the extent that the penalty
resulted from the company treating the Superannuation Guarantee
(Administration) Act 1992 or the *GST Act as applying to a matter or identical
matters in a particular way that was * reasonably arguable, if the company took
reasonable care in connection with applying that Act to the matter or matters.
This provision is aimed at circumstances where the company may have proceeded on the
basis that a transaction was GST free (for example) only to have the Commissioner impose a
different view and raise amended assessments at a later time.
The requirement that reasonable care was taken will likely be tested at the time the original
position was adopted, not after the event.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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Raising Defences
The following two subsections importantly underline that the Commissioner can seek to
collect DPN liabilities via legal proceedings, but also in other ways such as offsetting tax
refunds and garnishee action.
When you can rely on this section
269-35(4)
For the purposes of:
(a) proceedings in a court to recover from you a penalty payable under this Division;
or
(b) proceedings in a court against you in relation to a right referred to in
paragraph 269-45(2)(b) (directors jointly and severally liable as guarantors);
subsection (1) or (2) of this section does not apply unless you prove the matters
mentioned in that subsection.
269-35(4A)
For the purpose of the Commissioner recovering from you a penalty payable
under this Division (other than as mentioned in subsection (4)), subsection
(1) or (2) does not apply unless:
(a) you provide information to the Commissioner during the period of 60
days starting on the day the Commissioner:
(i) in the case of the Commissioner recovering the penalty under section 2605 (Commissioner may collect amounts from third party) - gives you a notice
under subsection 260-5(6) in relation to the penalty; or
(ii) otherwise - notifies you in writing that he or she has recovered
any of the penalty; and
(b) the Commissioner is satisfied of the matters mentioned in subsection (1) or
(2) of this section on the basis of that information.
The obvious point here is that defences can be raised with the Commissioner outside legal
proceedings and that the information provided to the Commissioner in support of your case
is what will inform the Commissioner’s decisions.
It appears that the Commissioner does not have to issue a DPN before recovering penalty
amounts other than by legal proceedings.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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The notice referred to in s269-35(4A)(a)(i) above is the requirement that the Commissioner
provide a copy of a garnishee notice to the taxpayer, not issue a DPN.
Note the following comments of Kerr J, in Brown v FCT [2020] FCA 817:
37. The language of s 269-35(4A) , while addressed to the entitlement of a person
who may seek to rely on the defence, nevertheless assumes that the Commissioner
must give the notice provided for in s 269-35(4A)(a)(i), or otherwise notify the
director (or former director) in writing if he or she seeks to enforce the penalty
provisions other than in a court.
38. It is the giving of such notice or information in writing that triggers a right in the
director or former director to provide, within 60 days, any information on which he or
she may wish to rely as might satisfy the Commissioner of the existence of a sound
defence.
39. The Commissioner must then make his or her decision under s 269-35(4A) "on
the basis of that information" (being the information provided by the director or
former director) within 60 days of his or her having been so notified: s 269-35(4A)(b).
That element of the statute has two important aspects. The first is that the director
or former director must be provided an opportunity to advance a potential defence
if the Commissioner wishes to rely upon non-curial self-help measures. Absent such
notice being given, the processes of procedural fairness required by the Act are
incapable of being engaged. The consequence, necessarily implied as matter of
statutory construction, is that if the Commissioner does not give such a notice he or
she cannot lawfully rely on the provisions of Div 269 to authorise his or her use of
self-help provisions for the recovery of a penalty.
The difficulty for taxpayers in these circumstances is that whatever notice may be required
in respect of the Commissioner’s “self-help” remedies will likely be given after the event e.g.
after personal tax credits have been applied to director penalty liabilities.
Power of courts to grant relief
269-35(5)
Section 1318 of the Corporations Act 2001 does not apply to an obligation or liability
of a director under this Division.
This section was introduced in response to the decision in DCT v Dick (2007) 67 ATR 762
where the court (at first instance, overturned on appeal) held that s1318 of the
Corporations Act should operate, in all the circumstances, to fairly relieve the DPN liability.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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Some Other Provisions
S269-45 Rights of Indemnity and Contribution
Rights against the company or anyone else as if payment made under a
guarantee
S269-50 - Notice Requirements
S269-52 – Copies of Notices
S269-55 Division not to Limit or Exclude Corporations Act
GST and DPNs
Introduced, as part of legislation aimed at combatting “Illegal Phoenixing” and justified so
the Government says, because of:
1. the ability of non-compliant entities to gain a competitive advantage in the
marketplace because they have no intention of paying the GST to the Commissioner;
and
2. some entities claim excessive Input Tax Credits and because of phoenix activities
these debts cannot be collected.
For SME clients, the commercial reality (at least for businesses that account for GST on an
accruals basis) is more likely to be that because they are not paid by customers, they simply
don’t have the cash to pay the GST embedded in a transaction price.
Another scenario may involve the sale of property which is secured by a lender where the
lender takes the whole of the sale proceeds, including amounts that represent the GST on
the transaction. This may result in a big GST problem, but in many cases this outcome may
not be because of some culpable behaviour on the business owner’s part.
Whatever the justification, the exposure of clients to GST director’s penalties needs to be
very carefully managed – given the very large numbers that GST liabilities can produce.
The GST DPN Rules
The new rules target GST “net amounts” (which include luxury car tax and wine equalisation
tax), along with GST Instalments and GST Estimates.
Director obligations in respect of GST amounts arise on the “initial day”, the last day of the
relevant tax period. Note the director obligations are triggered BEFORE the relevant
amounts are actually due.
GST Estimates
See Practical Compliance Guideline PCG 2020/2 dealing with GST (WET and LCT) estimates
where is seems the ATO power to raise GST estimates may be used in relatively limited
circumstances.

© Copyright D O’Connor 2021
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Reasonably Arguable and Took Reasonable Care Defence
Section 269-35(3A)TAA provides that a person is not liable to a penalty arising from a
company treating the GST law (or SGC rules) as applying in a particular way that was
reasonably arguable, and the company took reasonable care.
Whether this provision assists our clients will of course depend on their particular facts and
circumstances.
Note that the requirement that reasonable care has been taken in arriving at the (earlier)
incorrect position. Satisfying the reasonable care requirement could involve obtaining
appropriate advice before BAS lodgement.
Cases
Probably because the stakes are so high for many company directors there is no shortage of
litigation over Director Penalty liabilities.
The recent appeal decision in Snell provides a reasonably clear explanation of the significant
challenges directors face when they seek to successfully argue DPN defences.
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation v Snell [2020] NSWCA 29
This judgement deals with an appeal by a director against a District Court judgement which
found no defence had been made out in respect of director penalty liabilities.
Broadly, Mr Snell disputed the Commissioner’s claims on two main grounds:
1. The DPN amounts (based on default assessments) and the amounts claimed by the
Commissioner in the proceedings were not the same; and
2. That because of illness, or some other good reason:
a. He did not take part in the management of the company; and
b. It would have been unreasonable to expect him to take part in the
management of the company.
The conclusions of Brereton JA set out the unanimous view of the Court of Appeal and
provide a good outline of how the DPN rules work and why, in Mr Snell’s circumstances, his
appeal was unsuccessful.
94. A DPN is required to state what the Commissioner thinks is the unpaid amount
of the company ' s liability, as at the date of the notice, not the true amount of the
liability, which is for the Court to determine (subject to any conclusive evidence
provisions), and is not dependent on nor controlled by what the Commissioner "
thinks " it is at the time when the DPN is given. The notice, once given, lifts the bar
on commencing proceedings to recover the penalty which arose on the " due day " to
which the notice relates after 21 days, and it does not affect this if, before
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commencing proceedings, the unpaid amount of the company ' s liability - or what
the Commissioner thinks it is - changes. Short of a statute of limitation, there is no
reason to imply a requirement to commence proceedings within any particular time
after the 21-day period has expired. The primary judge was correct in rejecting Mr
Snell ' s contention that the proceedings were invalid.
95. The defence provided by s 269-35(1) requires that the director did not participate
in management of the company at the relevant time because of illness or some other
good reason by reason of which it was unreasonable to expect the director to
participate in management. In short, it involves justifiable non-participation in
management, against the backdrop that it is the obligation of a director to
participate in management of the company, and a director is not entitled to choose
not to participate.
96. To establish the defence provided by s 269-35(1), a director must satisfy its
requirements for the entire period from the " due day " for the relevant period until
at least expiry of the DPN, if not until compliance, administration or winding-up. In
circumstances where although each relevant period had a separate commencement
date, all extended until the expiry of the relevant DPN and thus largely overlapped,
discrete consideration of the period referable to each due day would not have made
the slightest difference, and was unnecessary.
97. There was no error in the primary judge ' s conclusion that Mr Snell continued to
participate in management of the Company during the period between 2013 and
its ultimate winding-up. That conclusion was of itself fatal to the " illness " and "
other good reason " defences.
98. There is no doubt, as the primary judge accepted, that Mr Snell had significant
and serious episodes of ill-health. But the evidence falls far short from establishing
that he was physically or cognitively unable to participate, or that there were
medical reasons why he should not participate, for the entirety of the relevant
periods. His Honour was right to conclude that Mr Snell ' s involvement in his other
businesses over the period demonstrates that it would not have been unreasonable
to expect him to do so, notwithstanding his illnesses.
99. A deliberate decision not to participate in management while remaining a
director is not a good reason for the purposes of the defence provided by s 269-35.
Assuming that there was a binding and enforceable Separation Agreement (which
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may be open to question), it could not relieve Mr Snell of his responsibilities. Until
discharged, the taxation liabilities would remain liabilities of the Company, of which
Mr Snell was to remain a director.
100. One cannot but feel sympathy for Mr Snell, not only because of his health but
particularly because he had already taken significant steps to meet, from his
personal resources, the Company ' s tax obligations, when they came to his notice.
However, the obligations of directorship are stringent, and the grounds for relief
from them correspondingly narrow. It cannot be said that, throughout the period
from each relevant due date until expiry of the DPNs, he justifiably did not
participate in management, or more precisely, that he did not, and could not
reasonably have been expected to, take part in management of the Company,
because of illness or some other good reason.
Young & Anor v Commissioner of Taxation [2010] NSWSC 288
While this case is not concerned with DPN defences it is a very important decision which
underlines the reality that director personal exposure is not limited to the DPN regime.
This litigation broadly involved unfair preference claims against the Commissioner in
circumstances where Mrs Cain (who had been a director during a period when PAYG
amounts went unpaid) borrowed money to pay company PAYG liabilities. Mrs Cain’s
husband was the continuing director.
Mrs Cain borrowed the money from her Aunty and provided a bank cheque to the ATO to be
applied to the company PAYG liability.
Ordinarily, the payout of a company liability will reduce the parallel DPN liability.
The accounts of the company recorded these transactions as a loan by Mrs Cain to the
company, so that the payment to the ATO was a payment by the company.
So far so good, but when the company went into liquidation the liquidator recovered the
amount paid to the ATO as an unfair preference.
At this point, Mrs Cain owes Aunty $130,000 and if that cash goes to the liquidator the ATO
has effectively received nothing.
What happens next – the ATO says the continuing director at the time the ATO was paid (Mr
Cain) owes them $130,000 because of the indemnity provisions in section 588FGA of the
Corporations Act.
Any way you look at this outcome it was a disaster for Mr and Mrs Cain, and it provides two
very important messages for us:
1. The way in which payments are made in respect of DPN liabilities must be thought
through; and
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2. Advisers be aware of s588FGA (and other exposures) when they are advising clients
about DPN liabilities.
Brown v Commissioner of Taxation [2020] FCA 817 (9 June 2020)
Mr. Brown was the director of a company (Trojan Security) from 31 May 2018, resigning on
1 September 2018. From 15 June 2018 until his resignation Mr Brown was the sole director.
Apparently, at the time Mr. Brown became a director the company owed PAYG amounts of
more than $600,000.
Mr Brown said he became aware of these liabilities in (late) August 2018, more than 30 days
after he became a director.
On discovering the company’s position, he instructed Mr Brinkies (former director and then
manager) to contact the ATO and negotiate a payment arrangement.
Mr Brinkies contacted the ATO on 24 August 2018 and put forward a payment proposal.
On the same day, the ATO requested company financials be provided by close of business
28 August 2018.
THE ATO issued a DPN to Mr Brown on 27 August 2018 (3 days after contact had been made
to negotiate a repayment plan and before the ATO had responded to the payment
proposals).
A statutory demand was issued to the company on 12 September 2018 (and a garnishee
notice on 10 September 2018) and a notice of intended legal action issued to Mr Brown on 9
October 2018, followed by further DPNs. Mr Brown’s income tax refunds were subsequently
withheld by the Commissioner.
Mr Brown’s lawyers wrote a number of letters to the ATO including correspondence that set
out Mr Brown’s defenses to the DPNs (sent on 20 November 2018).
After eliciting no response from the Commissioner, the lawyers wrote again on 27 February
2019 pointing out that no response had been received, and noting (among other things)
that:
1. No notice of applying his refunds to the DPNs had been given;
2. The statutory demand had been set aside as an abuse of process;
3. The first DPN had issued before consideration of the payment proposal, before
attempting to recover the debt from the company; or
4. Determining whether the company had the capacity to pay the debt; and
5. Submitted that the defence set out in s269-35(2)(a)(i) as made out.
The Commissioner responded on 5 March 2019 that he did not consider that Mr Brown had
a valid defence.
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In response Mr Brown requested a statement of reasons pursuant to the ADJR Act.
The reasons provided by the Commissioner were deficient (according to Mr Brown) as they
did not refer to correspondence from Mr Brown’s lawyer’s dated 27 February 2019 which
specifically directed the Commissioner to the requirement in s269-35(2) to consider how
long a person was a director, and other relevant circumstances. The Commissioner’s
statement of reasons did not otherwise refer to this factor.
Outcome
The decision to reject the defences was either an error in law or failure to take a relevant
consideration into account (ss required by the ADJR Act) and was therefore set aside, with
the matter referred back to the Commissioner to make a decision according to the law.
Comment
While the Federal Court decision is directly concerned with the application of the ADJR Act
and accepting that proceedings of this type are likely to be beyond the means of many
taxpayers, the facts set out in judgement give us valuable guidance about how DPNs work
and how the ATO acts in real life:
1. Lack of due diligence by an incoming director can be a disaster.
2. The ATO responses to Mr Brown seeking to engage and fix the problem (as many
prudent directors would try to do) included:
a. Garnishee notices;
b. Statutory demands;
c. Director Penalty notices;
d. Notices of Intended legal action;
e. Some of these steps were taken almost immediately the company had
contacted the ATO with a payment proposal, and apparently before the
payment proposal had been considered or responded to;
f. Legal action against Mr Brown to recover the DPN amounts;
g. Offsetting Mr Browns personal income tax refunds (without notice); and
h. Failing to respond to defences raised by the taxpayer until months after they
had been communicated, and not until the lawyers had pointed out the
failure to respond.
3. While an ADJR success can just mean that the Commissioner puts another sentence
in his rejection letter saying that the “period of directorship” issues have been taken
into account, it may be that taxpayers feel sufficiently aggrieved that they will still
want to put the Commissioner to the test.
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4. From the Commissioner’s perspective, the dealings set out above may well be
explained as the ATO officers using their extensive powers to perform the Number 1
function of the ATO – collecting tax revenue.
Conclusion
Perhaps I have been dealing with tax matters for too long, but sometimes the DPN regime
looks a bit like a big machine that connects ASIC director data with ATO company tax
liabilities and spits out DPNs, garnishee notices, notices of intended legal action, statements
of claim and bankruptcy notices and collects director tax refunds with hardly any human
input and no practical consideration of taxpayer culpability.
For clients who get sucked into this vortex, life can become very difficult indeed, and it is
trite to say that the solution for clients is to always pay and report on time, and to make
sure ASIC address details are up to date.
Forward planning by any company director that has potential liability exposure should
include appropriate asset protection, business systems and an awareness of the DPN risks.
If it becomes necessary to engage with the ATO or respond to court proceedings, then
depending on the scale of the problem it will often be appropriate to engage expert advice
and input from insolvency practitioners as early as possible.
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